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TextFlow 12

Respirators, set foldable, Size M/L, Filter: P3V

Order data

Order number 097002 P3V

GTIN 4062406384180

Item class 01R

Description

Version:
The high-performance respirators impress with numerous high-quality components. Due
to their three-piece design and flexible material, the foldable and space-saving masks offer
good visibility and outstanding adjustment to every face shape. This optimum fit is also aided by
selecting the right mask size (size S and size M/L).
The inner non-woven material is characterised by very good skin compatibility amongst
other things. In addition, the material reliably repels moisture and sweat. These features ensure
particular comfort when wearing the mask, and a comfortable fit. With the same high filter
performance, breathing is noticeably easier because of the high-quality filter medium.
The flexible nose clip and the soft nose insert inside the mask ensure a secure and pressure-free
fit and also ensure a good seal. As a result, the respirator offers reliable protection against solid
and liquid aerosols. The flexible and all-round textile headband system ensures a comfortable
and secure fit and means putting the respirator on and taking it off is particularly comfortable.
Due to the folding technology and hygienic individual packaging, it is also easy to carry
the mask with you or store it away. Made in Europe. With exhalation valve. The comfort
exhalation valve allows the heat and moisture of the breathing to escape quickly and easily.
This increases the comfort and working life of the mask equally and also reduces the occurrence
of condensation on glasses.
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TextFlow 12Technical description

Protection level FFP3 NR D

Set contents 10

Protection class FFP3

Product features Flexible nose clips

Contents 10

Type of product Particle filter mask FFP3

Size Size M/L
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